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THE NEI,II FACES OF PRIVACY1
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In lhe intervming 23 years since privacy in the rccordkeeping context became a national concem
at the tum of the 1970s, it has developed new and different dimensims - new faces. Many are
similar in nature to historical recordkeeping issues, ard sone capitalize on old in-place laws to
use inforrnation quite differently. Yet others rcflect the marketing of new technology, not always
in a socially gracious way, Some of the new face3 are annofng but not ominous; others, sudr as
the inability of record systems to prompdy correct errors and the lack of protective mectranisms
for tre data subject, are ugly, This paper summarizes the concept of privacy, reviews some of its
underlying tsnete and axioms, illustates the drift toward a national counter-privacy posture in
terms of errenB involving tn Social Security Number, and discusses new faces in @rms of thnee
case histories: the Califomia action to require SSNs on driver licenses, the effort by telephone
compani$ to introduce Calling Number Identification, and the aggregaHon of public records into
dGsier databageg. Remedial actions by govemment and legislators are suggested.

This paper is directed to the many new aspecHme troublesonrc, sorne even ugly, some

tolerable-that tlc gerieral construct of privacy has developed in the last decade. It brings

together rnany fragments of thoughb that have not been elsewhere exposited, but also

summarizes some attributes of privacy fnrm the past

The intention is b be far ranging with ideas, to talk about tre aspects of privacy that have not

been a part of the dialogue to date, and to higNight some things which have been alrmdy said

about privacy but ar€ commonly not known or have been forgotten. Hopefulln the discussion

will offer some thoughts that might be useful for better understanding of privacy as a social value

as it has developed in the last decade and will develop during this decade.

This paper is based on an afterdinner address presented at the Computers, Freedom and
Privacy-1990 Confurence, San Francisco, CA, March 1G,12, 1993. It was the opening event in a
group of coordinated sessions under the overall theme of "The Many Faces of Privacy." A
somelvhat different version has been published in Tfte In/onnation Sxiety, Yol.l0,lg%.
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The construct of personal privacy received a lot of attention in the late 50s and through most of

the 70s, especially in the first half of the decade, but since thm has laqgely languished untouched

by legislation Concurrendy, the world has become more intensely inforrnation oriented with tre
result that there have ernerged many new dimensions of privacy with little protection for the

individual and that bring laEnt risks of harm, some potentially very serious.

TERMINOLOGY

Because brminology is not uniform, it is desirable to give brief characterizations of three words

that are pertinent to the discussion.

a. Confiilentiality - a status accorded to information that indicates that it is sensitive for

stated reasons, that it must be protected and that access tr it must be contmlled.

b. Priwcy (lnfonnatiofial Prioacy, ot Data Prioacy) - abrmd term referring to the

utilizatiory sometimes even exploitation, of information about people for various

purposes. It is an information-use issue although the word is sometime used Ioosely

as a synonym for confidentiality or even secrecy.

c. Sacrrlrry - the totality of safeguards in a computer-based information system that

protects both it and its information against some defined threat, and limits acc€ss to

the system and ib data to authorized users in accordance with an established policy.

Hence system s€curity contributes to the assurance of confidmtiality and to

conforrnance with access restrictions, and is obviously a precursor for honoring

privacy restrictions.

To use all of them in a single senten ce: lf the xcurity *fegturils in an auto,nateil systan fail or we

pcnetmteil, ot if an authorizeil rcer cornnits unautharizttl ttctions, a brmch of conlidmtidity can occur;

arul the prioacy of data sr,biects, inooiled.

At some point in the near future, privacy will have b be considered in the larger networked

sense. For example, a "user" of personal information or of a system must be understfl)d to

include not only an individual, but also a process acting across a network in behalf of a hurnan

user or in behalf of another system, or in behalf of an organization.
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There are other crcntexts in which the term "privacy" is used. Westin and his colleagues

distinguish three types of privacy [1]: that which intrudes into sonp dimension of one-s space,

that whidt leads to surveillance of an individual's actions or movement, that whidl appropriateg

information about an individual. It is only lhe last which is of concern in this paper.

AXIOMS OF PRIVACY

There are several fundamental attributes of privacy as a concept that amount to axioms for any

thorough coruideration of it.

1. Privacy cannot be achieved at zenr cost. Like freedom, there will be a cost to society

collectively and to citizms individually to assure privacy. Sometimes the cost will be

monetary; sometimes, it will be in the form of inconvenience or a limitation on one's ability to

maneuver in society; sometimes, it will require larger or more complex auk)mated systems;

sometime, it will mmn inefficiency in systems; sometimes it may be a denial of a service that

might otherwise be desirable h) much of society.

2. Conversely, privacy at any cost is a myth. Society is not likely to be willing to pay unlimited

costs to achieve near-absolute privacy; there is little that is absolute anyway. To commit

unlimited funds to privacy would amount to a bad compromise, a bad engineering decisior;

a bad cost-tradeoff analysis. Like most Arings, the value of privacy declines as smiety strives

to have more and more rigid controls to assure it. At some point the cost of taking the next

step exceeds the value to be derived, or the harm kr be avoided.

These two are in the realm of self-evident and intuitive. The next ones are nog they aros€

during the deliberations of the Privacy PnrEction Study Commission [2] but commonly are

not identified in general discussions of privary.

3. Privacy must not be used as a means to hide fnrm or escape the consequences of illegal

behavior.2

This principle was most likely first stated succinctly by (now) Professor David Linowes,
chairman of the Privacy Protection Study Commission.
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4. Use and/or exploitation of inforrnation about people in addition to threatening privary will
also tend to tighten the processes of society.3

The classical example is the automation of check clearing in the banking industry, As a

convenience to managing personal cash flow, no one any longer has the opportunity to

exploit the severalday cash float that was inherent in the sluggish performance of old

manual procedures.

The "prxesses of society" are embedded in the infrastructure that makes society and ib
institutions work. They include, among oth€r things, recordkeeping. pmcedures, decision

making pnxesses, and individuals. Organiz.rtional actions that exploit personal information

in their prmesses and are today always automated are gradually removing the looseness lhat

once existed in the structure of society and in the conduct of societal businegs arul affairs.

The looseness of society was not historically intentional but was a by-pmduct that happened

to exist as a consequence of the inefficiency of societal processes and/or the way societal

institutions were stmcturcd and/or the technoloE'y that was available at the time and/or the

protective mechanisms that were deemd necessary at the time. Opportunities to take

advantage of looseness were commonly interpreted by individuals as de facto freedomsi

usually they did not represent authorized or even expected ways k) betrave, but were

tolerated because often it would have been impossible or overly expensive to combat them.

5. Finally, if the country drifts inb an untenable position in regard to privacy, it will not be as a

result of a grard plan devised by some conspiratorial group but rather the cumulative effuct

of many individual decisions, probably made over a long period of time; and eaclg at lhe

tirne it was made, undoubtedly seen as a reasonable and desirable position to have taken.4

This axiom cannot possibly be stressed ttxr strongly. As the examples to be discussed will

illustrate, it is probably the most dwilish and insidious force working to detract from privacy

of the individual, and the one most difficult to control and slow to be noticed.

3 The origin of this principle is uncertain but it is believecl to have been first identified in a
late-aftemoon discussion between the author, who was a member of the Commissioru and Ms.
Carole Parsons, the Executive Director of the Privacy Commission.

4 The origin of this aiom is also uncertain. It may have been Ms. C-arole Parsons or it
may have evolved from the gerieral discu$sions of the Commission.
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THE SOCIAL SECURITY NI,JMBER

An excellent example of this drifting syndrome is the position in which we now find ourselves

with respect to the Social Security Number. The govemmmt has been by far the worst offender

in proliferating its use, sometimes by positive actions but sorretirnes by indifference or failure to

act.

When the initial social security law was passed in 1935, the SSN was called the SSAN, the number

of one's "account" with the Social Security Administration. As rrpst probably know, the SSN

card specifically states that it is not tro be used as a personal identifier and the SSA still stands on

that position. [4]

The first dilution of use came when President Franklin Roosevelt signed an executive order in

194i) requiting federal agencies to use the SSN whenever a new record s5rstem was to be

established. The Department of Defense adopted it as a military identification number during

World War II. Later, in 1951 the Internal Revenue Service adopted it as the Taxpayer

Identification Number. Then, in the 60s when Medicare legislation was passed, the govemment

took perhaps the most devastating step of all by adopting the SSN plus an appended letter as the

Medicare identifrcation numb€r. It eams the label "worst'' because medical information gets very

wide dissemination for legitimate purposes. Hence, the many recordkeeping activities associated

with health-care delivery act t) disseminate a pararneter that differs from the SSN by only the last

letter.

The only saving grace is that the health care industry, while not wholly covered by the historical

professional ethics of the physician, is nonetheless close to the medical community and assuredly

influenod by ib hisbrical posture of prof:cting health data. It remains to be sr:en how long this

fortuitous circumstance can continue to be effective in constraining proliferation of the SSN.

Since administration of Medican: was originally within the Sbcial Security Administraticr, it
would have been natural for the SSA to have adopted the SSN as the Medicare ID number,

almost certainly though with Congressional concurrence or authorization. Whether the S.SN was

adopted in this role by agency ruling or by law, either way Congress is at fault. Either it
legislated the use of the SSN as the basis of the Medicare ID, or it failed to constrain the use of the

SSN in that role and to negate the Roosevelt Executive Order.
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Then in the Privaey Act of 1974 Congress, largely in response to the position of a Departsnent of

Healtl Education and Welfare (DHEW) committee that had studied ttrc issue [3, 4], prohibited

states from using lhe $SN for enunreration systems other than by authority of Congress, altrough

states already using it were allowed b continue, The Tax Reform Act of 1976 however,

subvered this positior by authorizing the states to use the SSN for a variety of systems: state or

local tax authoritiB, welfare systems, driver license systerns, Departm€nts of Mokrr Vehicles, and

systems for tracking down parents who are delinquent in court-imposed child-support payments.

Congtess was evidm0y easy to persuade for authorizing state.level use of SSNs, driven probably

by the federal and state tax authorities' desire b exdnnge tax data, It would have been very

hard to forecast in 1975 how the situation would develop by 1993. The drifting syndronre was

clmrly at work. AII along however, Congress unwisely failed to lwy constraints on use of the

$SN by the private sector. In fact some govemment decisions, notably the SSN as tre Taxpayer

Identification Number, forced its wide proliferation throughout the private sector in rrryad b
financial tmnsactions, Given that lherc were no prohibitions against dissemination of the SSN,

commonly (for eumple) infmmation reported b credit bureaus cuntains it. And so a very

sensitive item of personal informatidr geb arourd widely.

Tlre sequence of events iust outlined took place over some 5.5 years. Every decision looked

aeeptable at the time, more than likely was not wen drallenged, certainly was not seen as a part

of mudr bigger consequences, and almost certainly, sometimes even made sense as supporting

apprcpriate goals of society. Anyone who would have challmged use of the SSN for tlrese

various purposes would have been ignored, but the cumulative effect has become Eoublesome

and likely to get more so.

STRATEGIC SHORTFALL

With generally unreshahed dissemination of personal informatiory there is a serious strat(ryic

shortfall in the country's present posture. No one b watching the store; no one is looking at the

big picture or prcjecting the cumulative consequmces of the rnany srmll decisions. And so, as

wift Ore SSN, Ore country and society are drifting inkl undesired pnstures.

One of the rnore compelling argumenb for a privacy board or some similar mechanism, is the

need to maintdn oversight on the entire privacy situatio& especially the behavior of

organizations. At the Federal level, Congress sometimes accepts ovetlsight obligation by

requiring an annual rcport from an agency; sornetimeg events rvill pmmpt constituents to
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pressure C-ongr$s which typically results in hearings or other investigations of situaHons.

Congress also frequently assigns oversight to sorne executive agency---as it did, for instance, with

the Office of Management and Budget in the case of the Privacy Act of 1974 and the Federal

Trade Commission for the Fair Credit Reporting Act.

When an agency is assigned an oversight role, it commonly will not be given funds for the

additional task, may not have the requisite skills in its staff; and so the oversight mechanism,

while present in principle at the Federal level, often is weakly or incompletely implenrented, and

generally is not particularly forceful.

The States

Whatever the situation at the Federal level, the states are an additional problem. In a large state

like California with a full-time legislature meeting year around, the Federal model could be

implemented and might be affordable. But many staE6 have part time legislatures whidr meet

for only a few months per year, so such a mechanism would likely not be effective. The country

drifts, both nationally and in states.

The present situation in Califomia illustrates another aspect of drifting. At one time there was a

Consumer Privacy functiur in state government but it was zero-funded a few years ago. There is

not now a privacy advocate in the state govemmmt On the contrary, the responsibility for

attending privacy has been thrust back upon individual agencies, another instance of the "fox

wahhing the chickens in the dricken coop." It is clearly not a grxd situation. QuiE to the

contrary it is one ripe for privacy infractbns, for careless or little attention to privacy, and for

encouraging decigions about privacy that are expedient for an agencl/s principle functional role

in government.

There is a curious asymmetry in how organizations and govemments deal with privacy vs. how

they deal with financial matters. If corporati0ns were to deal with dreir financial practices as they

often do with privacy, there would be no internal auditors, no auditing industry, no govemment

adoption of standard financial practices. If government handled financial matters as it attends

privacy, a whole area of responsibility would be absent ftom the mission of the Inspectors

General and the Government Accounting Office. There might not even be a Securities and

Exchange Commission.



THE INFORMATION INDUSTRY

Tuming to another face of privacy, where should we now look for the threat? Even though the

first privacy-oriented law was direcEd at the private sector - nanrely, lhe Fair Gedit Reporting

Act and the credit reporting industry, the earliest considerations of privacy by the DHEW

commit@ [3] generally concluded that "the problem" was the govemment, particularly the

Federal govemment, in its use of personal information.

The Privacy Protection Study Commission (PPSC) later examinal private industry, sector by

sector, and while it certainly noticed privacy problems in the private sector organizations, it gtill

felt that "the real problem", the real threat, was with govemnrnt. [2] Among other things, the

Federal govemment is the biggest recordkeeper of all. While there obviously is recordkeeping

associated with the conduct of business, much private sector recordkeeping is drivm by

govemment requirerEnts.

The view in the mid-7(h, however, was that privacy problems arose largely from the use of

personal inftrrmation that organizations had already collected in the conduct of normal business

affairs. The primary private sector examples of the time were the credit reporting industry

already the subject of law; and the Direct Mail Marketing Associatiory as it was then known,

which operated under a voluntary code.

While it has never been stated as explicit public policy, from the beginning the thrust of privacy

has been to tacitly acknowledge that it is legitimate to use personal inftrrmation for organizational

purposes so long as the data subiect knows of the use in advance and has a mechanism for

obiecting and that the use treats the data-subiect fairly and by extension, is not abusive. Hence,

in the Privacy Act of 1974 there is a provision for announcing in the Federal Register what are

called "routine uses" of specified personal information. "Fairly" is defined implicidy through the

provisions of the Code of Fair Inftirrnation Practices, e.9., the individual has the right to see the

record, to challenge its contents, k) cause erK)rs to be corrected.

There is one final observation to complete the characterization of privacy and its embedding in

the country during the 70s. Use of personal information within govemment had been generally

to adiudicate entitlements, rights, benefits, and privileges. Thus, it was even rx)re natural for the

prevailing view b be that "govemrrcnt is the rascal; govemnrent is the place b watdr for privacy

problems." In the 70s, moreover, usage of personal information was generally confined to

looking up the record; there was not much commingling of data frcm many sources or elaborate
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processing, Computer matching had not corne into vogue. It was talked about, but generally

shouted down on the basis that records were too full of errors to maEh entries fmm different

databases. There probably was a small amount of hand matching as there undoubtedly always

has been.

Other than credit reporting there was little or rur "information indusV' in the early 70s. While

some purveyors of inforrmtion existed, there was no large and organized industry whose

commodity-in-trade was personal information and whose economic viability depended on

exploiting sudr information for profitable gain.

Since the 70s

What has changed since the 7(h? What is really different about privacy issues today?

An important part of the answer is:

A thriving industry dealing in perxrnal information has emerged and it is quite

differmt in nature from the government recordkeeping as it efsted in the 1970s,

In the large, it emerged from the companies that pioneered creditdata reporting. They had the

data; they knew how to manipulate and process ig they had the big mmputer systems in place;

they had the means for distribution; they had an established custonEr base. Tlrey identified a

revenue stream and the potential profits from vastly larger activities in the selling of personal

data; new technolory supported anything they wanterl to do. By 1993, there had developed an

industry in every sense of the word. Many new players have emerged and old players have

developed new things to do with their data. Many new sources of data have become available;

pnxessing commingling and consolidation are commonplace.

Computer and communications technolory has driven the gmwtr of the inforrnation industry.

Information that once had to be laboriously assembled by hand or punched-card methods, can be

krught in machine form. Lists of registered drivers and car ownership and lists of boat and

aircraft owners are easy to get PmpertSr records have been computerized and are by law public

rccords. A lot of other things, including some related to justice and law enforcement, also fall in

the class of public records. Census tract data can be purchased on tapes, on floppys and disk

packs. A whole industry thrives on assembling and selling data; the phrase "secondary use of

personal information" is sometimes used kl characterize it
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The regional telephone companies, liberaEd by the AT&T breakup and seeking ne$/ Evenue

sources, generate cash flow through sales of phone lists, sorted and indexed in various ways. Ttre

United States Postal Service can provide a database of zip codes vs. street address and it sells a

database of changeof-addresses. Even census data, anon)rmous as it is, can be folded inb other

data on the basis of geographical location. Lists of conhibutors can be obtained; lists of

subscribers to magazines or technical ioumals can be bought. There are on-line subscriber

databases where some information is readily available for a fee, evm to individuals.

Business is booming in personal infornution; and in the large without legal or

regulatory oversight, or without a stated public policy to guide or oversee it

In addition to legitimate and lelpl sources of information for the inforrnation industry, all mrts of

leakage opF)rtunities exist for other kinds of information to migrate from protected or reskicted

environments into general databases. Facts, for example one's *rcial Security Number, have a

way of getting aroundi and with extensive and rapid interdrange of data among r€cord keepers,

nothing is secret very long.

AN ONGOING ISSUE

One has kr wonder whether it will ever stop; or is it a permanent trend, one that is always

upward in the collectkrr and the use of information about people? It is unlikely to ever stop for a

very pivotal reason

Information, or if one wishes data, is the stuff from which decisions are made. Decision making

is the essence of purposeful behavkrr, be it by govemments, by business, or by individuals.

Planet Earth has a huge and growing populatioru much of it living affluently in a very complex

life sgle. The part lhat is not, is striving for similar status. Decisions that were satisfactory for

the smaller world with its lmser and simpler structure of society are not adequate for what we

now face ahead. We not only have to make sharper decisions, but also more of them, as well as

more complex ones.

It will be a fact of life that inf0rmation abut pe()ple will be used widely by g,ovemments and by

private seck)r organizaHons. We could not otherwise run a complex s<riety with a high

expectation of affluence. Personal information cannot reside as the sole property of individuals.

An inforrnation industry, whose stock-in-kade is personal information, has a right to exist under
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the laws and heritage of this country, but unless its belnvior were to becorne ex@rrely abusive

and antisocial, it is unlikely that it could be legislated out of existence.

A New Point of View

There is a natural confrontation between the views, feelings, preferences, rights and privileges of

the individual citizen and the revenue-producing instincts of industry. This is not a new effecq

Fair Iabor Iaws and other law regulating the behavior of industry came inb being for good

reason. Witness the many dimensions of pollution and the widespread consequences of

undrecked industry; notice the ecological confmntations between private sector and societal

inter$ts. We rpw have one though that is quite diffuren! its only commodity is information-

collected from divers sources, manipulated and mld.

The societally sound positio& thereforg would seem to be that instead of trying to eliminate or

limit the us€ of personal inforrnation, we acknowledge its essential nature and importance to Ore

conduct of societal affairs and the functioning of the instituti<rrs of society. With that premis€,

society and g'ovemment must then construct an envi()nment in which personal information can

be used wisely, ftrr appropriate purpos€"s, and with balance between recordkeeper and data-

subject, with balance between organization and individual citizen. The hiskrrical view of privacy

as "a problem" has been overrun. Rather privacy should be thought of as an additional issue to

be addressed in seeking an acceptable balance betr,rreen the individual members of society and the

laws, rules, regulations and institutional behavior that collectively support an orderly society.

While abuse of personal information may well remain witr us, an equally important focus is use.

Personal privacy must be s€en as an equity issue with many stakeholders and their respective

interestg. Among them are thrEe obvious ones: private industry, govemment, and the citizenry.

The task for the country is to systematically search for a balance point amonS private interests,

industrial motivations and govemrnents, a balance point that (1) acknowledges the capitalist

heriage and foundation of the country, (2) also gives the individual citizen protections against

abuse and misuse of information about himself and possibly some contnrl over use plus a basis

for compelling remedial actiory but (3) also nvexamines the govemment situation, lest it has

slipped out of control unknowingly.

To do otherwise is collective foolishness and a waste of enerry. Governments will exploit

information about people and will devise database matching and linking arrangements that serve
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purposes with politically salable positive social payofh. We should concentrate our efforts on

getting the safeguards in place, the protective laws passed, and funding commitrpnts established

for agencies as required fur privacy. If we do not, then in effect we will be in the position of

complaining about the military buildup of an opponent but doing nothing about defenses against

it.

NEW FACES OF PRIVACY

Given sudr a view, however, we should ask whether we have seen examples of all the likely faces

of privacy with which we must be concemed. Do we yet know the privacy issue thoroughly? Is

the historical recordkeeping privacy all there is to it? Are there new aspects that have gcre

unnoticed? To develop at least a partial answer, let us consider some specific examples that will

illusEate several points and identify new faces.

Califomia DMV and the SSN

The Califomia Department of Mo&)r Vehicles (DMV) announced in 1992 that it would requirc an

SSN when a driving licmse is renewed.s Moreover, only certain docunxntary evidence of one's

valid number will be accepterC. The action was taken under the authority extended by the Federal

government to the states by the Tax Reform Act of 1976 and subsequent state law. The DMV

position is that it is supporting the court structure which already uses the SSNs for the purpose of

identifying parents subi{rt k) child support payments.

The announced purpose 5 was t) aid in tracking down delinquent parents who had defaulted on

court-imposed child-support payments. The DMV gave assurance in its brochure that the SSN is

considered confidmtial, released only as authorized by statute or regulation, would not be

relmsed on any dcrcuments requested by the public, but will be relmsed k) several state agencies

as specified by law. Importantly the DMV stated ;xxitively that the SSN "will not appear on ID

cards or driver licenses and lwill not be] encoded on the magnetic stripe k)n the reverse side of

the licensel."T

5 Califomia Department of Motor Vehicles "Fast Facts", form FFDL{ (12192). It does not
reference explicitly the statement required by the Federal Privacy Act but it honors the intent of
the Act by stating the legislative authority under which the SSN is n4uested, and the
consequences of not giving it.

6 The DMV bnrchun: says simply that collection of the SSN is n{uir€d by lanz and cites the
relevant s{:ctions of the Califomia Motor Vehicle Code. The real intent of the action was given
only in media releases and dixussions.

7 The law is being interpreted so riSidly that silly situations arise. For example, a visiting
female ftrreign student wished kl have a Califomia ID card for convenience in cashing checks and
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These are appropriate and commendable positions, but the DMV must follow through and

implement such computer s€curity steps as are necessary to assure that it does not beconre an

inadverent channel to leak SSNg into unauthorized places. More to the point, however, what

does "public" mmn in the context of this activity? Is release of driver records to insurance

companies considered "record(s) released to the public?" Notwithstanding the assurance that the

SSN would not be on the magretic stripe of the driver license, there has been a report in

November of 1992 that a major marketing drain was swiping driver licenses through a reader,

recovering from the driver licmse tlre SSN and printing it on ttre back of personal checks

submitted at dleckrut stations. [5]

It is clear that the DMV does not need the SSN for its own purposes. It already has a long

established system of numbers for driver licmses, and is experienced in administedng an

enumeration system. In fact the DMV is to be commended fur having and adhering to its own

system of nunrbers. Given a free choice, the DMV probably would have preferred not b collect

the SSN; it is one more data element to worry about in software, in dissemination control, in

protecti0n,

In this insance, the DMV is being asked kr collect information not for itself, but as a convenience

to other arms of state and local govemment This is not a new phenomenon; the Intemal

Revenue Service and tre &xial Security Administration support one another in the collection of

payroll taxes and the recordkeeping for them. While it probably is a relatively rare phenomenon,

it may reflect a new angle in considering privacy is.sues because an agency acting for anodrer may

be thrust into a legislative ()r operational position that it would otherwise not encounter or prefur

not k) be in.

Clearly the value of the SSN is as a link to other files, in particular to taxpayer records. For

individuals, the SSN is the sarne as the taxpayer identification number (TIN), which is required

on both staE and federal tax forms. Mnreover, the SSN can easily get collected during purchase

of a car. If it is financed, the credit-granting application will prubably ask for it although the

credit grantor has no legal authority k) request it. If the purchase is paid h cash and it o<ceeds

$100fi), the selling dealer is compelled under the Fecleral Bank Secrccy Act to report the event to

personal identification. While she did not plan kr work and so stated to the DMV, nonetheless
the DMV refused to issue an ID card until she had acquired an SSN. It was explained to her that
the SSA would issue an SSN for non-wrlrking purposes.
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the IRS on a form 1099, whidr of course will have the SSN on it so Arat IRS can do its "Form 1(89

matching pnxeso."8

While tax data is not supposed to be released for non-tax purposes, it often is as authorized by

law. It will not take much incentive for legislators tro authorize release of cash-transaction rccords

to agencies that are chasing delinquent parents. There will be one more database linkage and

while some links today might be in the form of name lists transmitted by magnetic tape,

tomorrow it will be on-line access to multiple daabases with all the attsndant opportunities for

unauthorizd actions of authorizd users, for browsing files for personal moHve or curiosity, for

errors and inaccuracies or incomplete records to point the finger at innocent people, for error-

tracing and correction to be difficult or impossible, or for personal information to leak.

For a delinquent parent to €scape being lrrcated, he really must becrcme an entirely new and

different entity. If he persists in his established identity, he must be willing to misfile his tax

forms or to not have filed them, and to have done so for several years past He must also be

cautious in buying a car, probably must not finance it or must select one cheap enough to be

safely bought for cash or pay for it with personal or cashier check. So the trap is really quite

complete. Because of the link between state and federal tax data, it is a Sood bet that reasonably

curent addresses can be uncoven-rd. Moreover, the SSN can link to a variety of other files also

that can be effective for skip tracinl;.

Notice how things that have been done for other purposes combine in this example to collectively

create an entirely new purpose. The SSN was established for an accounting record purpose; it
has become a file linker, even though the dangers associated with the SSN as an inadequaE

parameEr for the purpoee are well known. The Bank Secrccy Act was intended to track cash

flows especially out of country, to detect money launderin& to help with the drug pnrblem. It

now has a new use; it helps to track delinquent parents. The DMV exists to administer the

ownership of carg trucks, boats and trailers; and to control the licensing of individuals who drive

them. Because it happens to interface the general poputation on two items which are essentially a

universal personal convenimce-vehicle ownership and driving privileges-it has become the

8 The obligation of a financial institution is to report cash transactions only, either deposits
or withdrawals. A personal check or a cashiey's dreck in an anmunt greater than the $lofin
threshold is not reportable h) the IRS but of course would be traceable through the institution's
own accounting records.
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mechanism for collecting an incidmtal data itern ftom its clientele for a very diffurmt srxial

PurPose,

Databases are being stitdled together to weave the fabric of society ever tighter, In this case,

privacy is properly not being allowed to cover an infraction of the law; but on the other hand, the

social motivation for what is being done has put all holders of a Califomia ID card or driver

license into a game that can threatm therry that can cause uninEnded harm or darnage b the

innocent, and may obligate any one of them b commit time, energy and funds to Lrke protective

counter-actions-rctions that become necessary not because of something one has done, but

because of the failure of the system to perform accuraEly and properly. The system more than

likely lacks adequate safeguards and protections for the innocent

I.ACK OF CONSUMER PROTECTION

Other systems fail also. People are arrested falsely; inn<rcent people are accused of crimes. So

why fuss about inappropriate privacy infractions? The answer is in the asymmetry of privacy

situations vs. the judicial system. In privacy-invasion situations, there is no Miranda decision h)

advise of legal rights; there is no judicial pmcess; there is no process of discovery to uncover the

real facts of a situation; there is no presumption of innocence until pnrved guilty; there is little or

no standing on whidr kr base legal actions. The aggrieved individual has little leverage on "the

sysbm" which has comered him. The consequences of an ermneous action can be devastating

because it impacts and pmliferates thnru$r a few other data systems that play an unusually

central role in one's personal affairs, notably crcdit databases, financial records and tax rrecords.

The one sidedness of the privacy situati(n as it no\,v exists in favor of the recordker:per, especially

the govemment agm(y, is probably one of the mmt ugly faces of privacy.

Another Face - Erote

The delinquent-par€nt situation is illustrative of another face of privacy that appears frequently

and always with the sanre physiognomy. The social cause is sound-in this instance, find

delinquent parents. The payoff is defensible; society needs the revenue and relief from

corresponding welfare burden. In this particular instance, the data collection is easy because very

few people are willing to be without a driving license or car.

There is a bad side to the face however. To catch a small percentage of misbehaving pe<lple, an

entire population is put at risk. The risk can arise in many ways: (a) from poorly designed and
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possibly eror prcne autorn rd and/or manual s)Btems and recordkeeping @) from systems

whose data are incomplete and/or inaccurate; (c) from systems that act invisibly arul take actions

against individuals without notification; (d) from inadequate legal remedies for anyorc

improperly accus@ (e) from bureaucracies dedicated to thetu own motivations whidr usually

stress catching the guilty, not proEcting the imoc€nt, ($ from agenciea that generally lack an

$tablbhed culturc for protecting sensitive information or are unaccustomd to handling it, and

(g) from agencies that have failed to train their employees accordingly or have declin€d to instal

security safeguards.

Ttrere is a very serious risk that stems from the error problern C-ommonly, systenul resist eror-

correction; and the recordkeeper has litde motivation to fix an error nor does he feel compelled b
act within a stated time. Systems may not have been designed to readily handle corectitrrs, or

may not have the audit trails necessary to back-track data elements or sources that are incorrect.

Sysbms usually will have no way of judging the validity or correctness or authenticity of data

input b it

The situation is illustrated by a recently reported incident. [5] A person had his credit standing

put completely on hold because, as a result of a name confusiorl he was alleged to be a

delinquent parent, whereas h rmlity he had never had any children. A local governmmt had

reporEd the alleged infraction kr a credit bureau, without telling the individual of coursei and

gudr an enbry was judged by credit-granbE as grcunds for denying credit. Such cross-telling of

information to credit burcaus from departr€nts of welfarc or social services is another gambit

instituted by Califomia and other states to skip-trace parents, It is yet another example of

tightening the processes of society, albeit for overall social good, but with systems that were

designed for other things and have been cobbled together for a new purpo6e.

The error matEr gives us cause b note a regrettable face of privacy, one not inhermt in it dirccdy

but sbmming from the behavior of legislabrs and/or regulatory agencies. taws get passed and

rcgulations established on the presumption that the sysEm will always work exactly as intsnded;

it will never exhibit anomalous behavior or commit a glitch or fail. There is nwer any

consideration of the false behavior, of the erroneous case, of the mis-accused; mechanisms are not

provided for or obligationg le,vied to detect, locate, and fix problems and correct errors, In the

language of the teclmologist, there is rarely any system-level engineering or fault analysis. This

flaw becomes especially worrisome when systems intended and designed for one set of purposes
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are forced into playing different roles with different other sysEms and often, in a different

operational and/or legal environment.

Computer-matching as practiced by the Federal govemment has exactly the same attributes, but

at least Congress wrote directly into the Computer Makhing Act some safeguards to protect the

innocenq e.9,, every hit has to be rnanually verified before action is takerl In the Califomia DMV

situatiorq the court system which is trying b l(xaE delinquent parmb is being sewed. Thus, the

hit information will probably be tumed over to the court system, where protective pr(rcdures for

the innocent should exist The inclusion of the court system in tre delinquent-parcnt trace-and-

trap is pertraps one of the brighter aspects of the whole thing. On the other hand, one must be

continue to be concemed about other uses of the DMV/SSN linkup that may "just happen" or

may be directed by a well intentioned legislator.

Indeed, as this paper was being finalized, bills had been introduced into the Califomia legislature

authorizing the use of SSNs to assist in the collection of unpaid traffic fines. [fl In a time of

fiscally stsapped state budgets, the lure of using the SSN as a file linker to help collect legally

imposed but unpaid debts is irresistible. Knowing how poor the court records usually are in

terms of expunging old records and clearing cases, it is frightening to contemplate how many

inmrcent people might get trapped by this new collection rheme. It would be well for laws

authorizing such arrangements to include penalties and injunctive relief that can be levied

against the judicial systems and/or law enforcement departments when sloppy behavior, careless

recordkeeping outdad databases, tardy posting of case closures, etc. results in an improper

appretrension of an innocent person.

There is an additional proposal in the California legislature to prohibit illegal immigrants from

obtaining or renewing a Califomia driver license.[8] Another would prohibit them from

eruolling in state universities or colleges. [9] ALnost certainly, the SSN would come to play a role

in either situation. One must wonder whether such data would be shared with the Immigration

and Natural ization Service.

The DMV was directed by state law b collect the SSN. The law is focussed on what it wishes to

achieve, ntrt on guarding against unintended side consequences. Here are some of them. The

DMV suddmly found itself acquiring data fnrm people that is more sensitive than what it
normally was used to having. Pieces of paper with SSNs <n them an: fltnting anrund in offices

and from place to place; they are being handled by people who are mrt bound by a prcfessional
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code of ethics, and nray in fact not even be alert to dre sensitivity of the information that is

suddenly <rmmonplace in the daily job. The DMV suddenly had an implied major retraining

and employee education task on its hands, not something that an appropriations committee

would likely think about including in an agmcy budget hearing.

It had operational problems also. The DMV has been h the habit of selling its driver lists as a

way of generating revenue, and it rrlade data available to the insurance industry for underwriting

decisions. The SSN slrould not be transmitted b any of those places; otherwise the DMV will
becorne an unintended agent for needlessly propagating the SSN. Access conhol software

and/or procedures had to be changed, and correspnnding costs incurred.

GOVERNMENT OBLIGATIONS

If govemment at all levels is going to continue to escalate the amount of information about

people that it collects and exploits, there must be some mechanism to assure that all of the

consequences of a proposed activity, especially unintended and collateral ones, will be examined

with care prior to authorizing the use. There is an obligation on the part of a legislative body to

specifically consider and bound as necessary the authorized dissemination of information

collected; and there is an obligation on government k) fund whatever technical or procedural or

training changes are implied. There is an obligation on lawmakers ttr appreciate that systems

never function without failure or anomalous behavior, and a) incorporate apprupriate rernedial

mechanisms in law kr protect the individual.

Whether such actions are a matter for law or just government oversigfit, or perhaps both, is not

clea$ but with such a statement as "do not sell records", the shoe pinches because funding

authorities have come to depend on the monetary retum that an agency can gmerate thrcugh

sale of information, Past pracdces have encouraged recipients of largesse from govemment

agencies to become accustomed to the information flow; modification or cessation of

arrangements will be resisted. Govemment agencies, especially at the state level, have becorre a

legally authorized extension of the private-sector information industry. As one of the axioms

stated, privacy will not come at zero cost, and the citizen as well as the legislator must

understand that.

A MAIOR SAFEGUARD PRINCIPLE

A general privacy safuguard principle would seem essential to put in place ftrr all 5'ovemnrort

agencies, Federal, state, local.
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If we are to exploit information about people for generally accepted social purposes and /or as a

tool for such collateral purposes as identifying/locating/appretrmding law evaders, then the

automaH data systerns that support such actions (1) must contain a prccess for detecting and

correcting erroneous and/or anomalous actions and,/or behavior, and the process-technical

plus procedural components- must be able to act prompdy; and (2) the affected data subject

must have Iegal shnding to recover damages, force prompt correction and obtain iniunctive relief

against prcsent and future repeated repetition of similar actions. h particular, &ler€ must be

remedies to compel Federal/state/local government agencies to behave properly, to appreciate

that handling sensitive personal information is different, to institute training programs, and to be

liable for sklppy performance, errorc, anomalous sys@m perftrrmance, and for careless employees

and their behavior.

CALLER ID AND PRIVACY

ltt us now look at a different example kr make a quite different point, this tirre an example from

private industry. Consider the service advertised by regional telephone companies as Caller

Identificatiory sometimes also called Calling Number Delivery or Calling Number ID or CLID or

Caller ID.

It is one of rnany new services that telephone companies can offer as the result of large scale

digitalizAtion of the switching centers in the network. In particular, it delivers to the called party

prior to his picking up the telephone, the telephone number---+nd sometimes the narne-<f the

calling party. It was widely hyped by fte telephone industry as "the answer" to unwanted

obscene calls.

Caller-ID service has been proposed with/without permanent blocking of the feature on an

individual line and/or with per-call blocking. The latter requires a subscriber to enter additional

keygtrukes prior to each call. Regulatory commissions in various states have approved quite

different pnrposals, and the Federal government has not acted. For the moment, there is no

interstate uniformity. Consequently, the service offerings by the regional elephone companies

have varied fmm "thanks but no thanks; we won't offer the service" to imposing aggressive rules

against the subscriber.g

A subscriber of the Southern New England Telephone Company reportal in a widely
disseminatd electronic-mail message on the INTERNET that Connecticut subscribers had been
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The service is not presently offered in Califomia because the two largest companies-Pacific Bell

and General Telephone -declined to offer it under the terms stipulated by the Califomia Public

Utilities Commission. Cynical observers have interpred thb action to imply that tre hiddm

agenda of the telephone companies has not been to improve service to subscribers so much as it
has been catering to businesses who could exploit the lnowledge of who has called them.

Objections to the servi€e have centercd exclusively around the privacy aspects of revealing the

calling number b the called party. The public argument has never noted that a basic issue is the

collision of opposing privacy interests: that of the calling party to keep his number limited in

dissemination vs. that of the called parbr to know who is "knocking at his telephone."

[r a recordkeeping sense, the telephone company is not collecting information that it does not

already have, namely telephone numbers. However, lhere is an extended context in which

collectionof-information might be considered; namely, the time and date at which something is

collected could be c(msidertd a part of what has been collected. In this larger sense, the phone

company would be collecting new information on every Caller-ID even! nancly, calling number,

time and date of call. There could be something different about privacy in the conExt of this

service.

The real issue is deeper than privacy considerationsi it is the question of who should be allowed

to make public policy, The real issue is with the way that the new technolory has been marketed,

The marketing preference of the telephone companies-implied by the decision not to offer the

service on economic grounds-was obviously without bltrking of any kind; every subscriber

would have his number reported on every call, like it or not An acceptable secondary marketing

strat€gy was clearly indicated to be automatic number reporting to the called party unless the

calling subscriber tulk an explicit action to block number rcporting on each call, so<alled per<all

blmking.

PUBLIC PC'LICY

In the first instance of no form of service bkrcking either per call or per line, the telephone

company had obviously decided that the proper public policy would have been for calling-

number delivery under all circumstances. In the second instance of sorne form of blocking, the

notified that line blocking would be available at a charge of $1 per month plus a swom and
notarized statement attesting that line blrrcking would be critical to the individual's privacy.
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public policy would have been calling-party reporting unless the calling subscriber bok an

action. In either case, subscribers, including businesses, who prefened delivery of the calling

number received preferential treatmeng namely, the calling number was always delivered or it
was delivered when the calling party forgot to take an action. The de facto telephone company

attitude was: "you are in our ball game, like it or noq the burden is on you to opt out with extra

keystrokes on every call or pay extra if don't like your number reported."

It is clear that the teleptxrne industry did not market Caller-ID on a socially neutral basis. The

offering was biased toward those subscribers who wanted or could exploit the service. The

burden of denying call-reporting was dumped on tlre subscribers who did not care for such

behavior. In effect, the telephone companies were trying k) make public policy. To mimic the

General Motors stabment of decades ago, they had decided, by marketing the service in a

socially biased manner "what is good for the phone company is good for the country."

Public policy is properly the purview of government, legislation, and regulation----argued and

decided in public view. Specifically, it is not the province of telephone companies or any other

regulated monopoly. In a competitive environment, the consumer has many ways hr obiect if
private sector otganizations try to make public policy. For example, the consurpr can choose

another vmdor, can boycott the prcduct or service, or can bring pressure through consumer

advocary groups on the vendor. In the monopoly environment, none of these remedies ar€

available to the consumer. The telephone subscriber does not now have competitive service at

the local leveli he can not boycott the service except at his own major disadvantage; his influence

on the phone companies is buffered by the bureaucracy of regulatory boclies.lo

While there an: privacy considerations with services such as Caller-ID, it appears that the

telephone companies, driven by the revenue position which ftey preferred, attempd to rmke de

facto public policy but largely have been rebuffed. It seems that a more enligltened telephone

industry would have very carefully marketed its technolory absolutely neutral in the sense of

10 nere ie x esrvice already in place, and has been for some time, that is similar hr Calling
Number Identification. It is called Auk)rmtic Nunrber Identificati(m (ANI) and functions in
connection with area{(X) numbers. The telephone company can deliver the calling number b tre
called party whenwer an 8(X) number is used. The argument is that since the 8OGsubscriber is
palng for the call, it is entided to know who is calling. Without arguing the apprupriateness of
the position, simply note that de facto public policy has been established by the telephone
industry in this case. Since ANI is not a well known feature to users of 8(n numbers, this event
did not raise any public reaction.
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impact on the subscriber: "ffure's a service; buy it you want b. flaving bought it, tum it off or on

as you choose." There would have been little outcry about privacy issues,

The charitable view is that the marketing enthusiasm and revenue promise for the phone

companies blinded an indifferent or unresponsive managensrt The less charitable view is that

the telephone companies behaved with corporate arrogance.

The xxial policy consequences of regulaH private s€ctor environments and of govemments are

of a kind. Either can act to make de facto social policy in the absence of regulation or law, and the

public must be alert to both. We have already established that the public must be alert to the

obligation of government bod ies to act rcsponsibly as they acquire sensitive information which

their prior practices, prncalures, employee attitudes, disciplinary posture, training programs, etc.

are not attuned to. We have just added xrme private s€ctor activities to the list.

The relevance of this point to the discussion of privacy's new faces is that the \ /ay in $rhich

private industry rnarkets technoklgy-based services, especially those based on computerc and/or

communications, can create privacy issues or can act to buffer or thwart pxrtential ones. It is a

distinctly differmt twist on privacy as a concepb it is not the traditional recordkeeping privary to

which most law has been addressed.

It is a face of privacy for which the Code of Fair Information Practices, framed in 1972 by the

DHEW Committee and named by it in early 1973, has little relevance. The Fair Code has

historically been set in the context of uge of inft)rrnation about people that had been collected by

the recordkeeper. The issue was data-subject vs. recordkeeper. The Fair Code is oftm considered

to be a nearly universal solution to privacy problems; but while it is pertinent to many, it is not a

universal panacea.

Perhaps one could extrapolate the reach of the Fair Code and include in it the actions by a

marketer of Echnolog'y that will impact privacy status although it collects no data on the subject

h the usual manner. It would be quite a different concept relative kr what a Fair Code has ber:n

considercd to be. Probably, a wiser action would be to acknowledge the general principle of a

"Fair Qrde of ..." and create diffurent detailed versions of it for particular sectors of private

industry.
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PUBLIC RECORDS and PRIVACY

I€t us take another example for yet a different face of privacy. When the term "data puddle" was

first introduced in 19tB [10], the referen€e was to $nall databaseg that would exist in a lot of stand

alone systems, would exist for relatively short periods of times and then vanish, and might be

exploited more or less locally to the geographical location of the system for the benefit of the

recordkeeper who owned the puddle. For example, the databases in the comer drug store, or in

the neighborhood grocery market, or in electronic mail systems. The consequences of wholesale

linking of nuny small databases, often on a dial-up basis, was not considercd initially. Since

1983, tributaries and rivers have come into existence to make the puddles into perrnanent lakes

and even oceans.

The puddle-to-lake syndronre is no where more obvious than in the case of public records

databases. The Privacy Commission knew, and wrote in its rcport, that RLPolk regularly

acquired all the telephone directories of the counhy and sorne$rhere in the middle west,

laboriously entered all the data inh) a computer system, resorted the resulting database, and

could produce derivative databases and lists ordered by telephone number, by street names, by

localities, etc. Everybtdy in the technology business certainly understood in the mid-late 70s that

much improved computer capability would come along and what R.L.Polk was doing so

laboriously would become easier, cheaper and faster-in part because the source rnaterial would

itself often become available already in computer-readable form.

The Privacy Commission and other discussions of the time never extended the dialogue to stress

the btality of public records. In part it perhaps was missed because the keepers of public records

in the 70s and evm into the 80s werc not yet at a high state of automation. As the computer

penetrated more and more deeply ink) state and k)cal govemments, the accessibility of databases

improved. Under public-records laws that was passed decades ago when everything was quill

pen and paper, there was no reason not k) make public databases available on computer media,

and that is where we find ourselves.

We had the Lotus Home Marketplace [11], a pnrposed CDROM pr<duct of 125 million

individuals with extensive records on each. It was assembled largely from public records and

from databases of credit reporting firms. Public objection negated marketing of the product. We

have the so-called superbureaus k)day-for example, Information America [12]- able t<l provide

very complete dossiers on individuals and legally. Such services have happened because of the

infusion of <rmputing and communications technolt4y inkr the recordkeeping activities of state
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and local govemments, plus the ongoing progress of ever less expensive and rnore capable

computers themselves. It is traditional recordkeeping privacy but with a different angle; namef,

data about people is used, not for the intemal business purposes of the organization that collected

it, but for the business purposes of whoever h willing b pay to buy the data. It is a ne$, twist a

new face.

DATAAGGREGATION

There is a principle in lhe defense establishment that enough secret information assembled into

one drrcument or one database deservedly is of increased sensitivity and can result in an

upgrading to top secret. There is even the possibility that enough unclassified information can

result in a cla$ified output

One cannot help but wonder whether we need re-examination of public-records law in this light

When does an aggregation of unclassifial public record data, possibly not even sensitive in the

srnall, beconre a database whidr is very sensitive, even dangerous. It will be an awkward and

difficult issue to adiudicate, but it *:ems necessary to examine it and sr:e what, if anything needs

be done to bring public-records law into congruence with modem recordkeeping technokrgr.

By way of illustrating potsntial and unintended dangers, remember the young actrcss who was

tracked down and killed by a deviant admirer who had obtained her address from the Califumia

Department of Motor Vehicles. One might be ill advised to do the following but presurmbly

there is no law against consulting the database of a superbureau to discover the home addresses

of some set of important or famous people and then publishing them.l1 After all, the ownership

records for homes and other real property such as aubmobiles is by present law public records

so there seemingly could be no law afFinst extracting from such records and re,publishing

selected excerpb.

One might lose subsequent access k) the sysbm, but the harm will have been done. There is no

safety in the protestation that access h) such databases is limited to presumably legitimate

business consumers. It is well underskxrd that the lure of money and other seducements will

persuade an authorized user of a system to purloin information for an outsider. Undeniably,

California Assembly Bill AB 2352 inhoduced by Assemblyman Richard Polanco in
Mardr 1993, would add members of city councils and county officials to others whose home
addresses are requir€d to be maintained confidential by the Califomia DMV. However, closing
this knphole would not close other sources of home addresses; e.g., property reords.

I
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sudr dossier{uality databases about individuals have positive, socially acceptable uses, but there

is danger in them as well. A rnaior risk is that such systems today are likely to be operating with

a minimum of security safeguards, and probably with an audit-trail function that is no more than

necessary b support billing of the clients.

ln this new face of privary arising from public records aggregation, notice that the risk is to the

individual, but the payoff is to society collectively. In the recordkeeping privacy with which we

have been concemed for two decade6, it iE quite different namely, the risk and the payoff are for

the same individual.

The general social<oncem and privacy issue is how b balance the risks and dangers to

individuals from the very existence of dossiernual ity databases vs. the gnod to society overall,

MEDICAL RECORDS and PRIVACY

A final example, one that is not yet mature but very much on the public agenda and risky with

privacy issues: medical records. Medical information about people has the unusual property that

it has a very large and diverse number of uses that have achieved the status of "authorized"

through tradition and custom, Hence, there is a correepondingly large number of individuals

who have access to such data. Moreover, a lot of it is in transit a€ross state boundaries because of

where insurers or Medicare payors happen to be located, or because a hospital will buy its

administrative services from some vendor that is locaEd in another state.

Whatever the confidentiality and privacy aspects of medical information have been, it is bound to

get morc hying as the country attempts to reform health{are delivety and bring another thirty

five or xr million people under coverage. Moreover, the popular phrase "managed competiHon"

inevitably causes one kl ponder how business practices in health care will change, possibly

becorne more cut<orner, or exploit personal information in a drive to rnaintain quality but

decrease costs. Privacy dimensions of health records are probably going to be hard to deal with

and will almost certainly intmduce new aspects-new faces-to privacy as we have thought

about it for 20 years.

The buzz phrase "managed competition" takes on a whole new richness of interpretation if
traditional privaE".sector style of competition infuses itself into the health<are industry.
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SUMMARY

To summarize, the DFIEW Committee examinal govemment recordkeeping in the context of the

activities and behavior of government agencies, The Privacy Commission extended the

examination to include many sectors of private business. Congress, principally in fte 70s, passed

a series of laws addressing both private industry notably the financial one, the Federal

govemment through the Privacy Act of 1974, and non-profit institutions through the Family

Educational Rights and Privacy Act for educational institutions. AII were generally similar in

that the Code of Fair Information Practices was the foundation for the law.12

In the intervening yearg, there has evolved an extensive and profitable information industsy

whose commrdity in trade is information about people: individually, collectively, arranged in

various ways, digested and analyzed, interpreted, and assembled inkl dossiers. New

communications and computer technoklry finding its wry into the telephone industry has

resulted in effects that are not traditional privacy but rather more like behavioral privary.

Governmenb- Federal, state, Fderal+state-have found new ways to use information about

people, eombined fnrm various sources, and for purpos€s that are arguably in the public good.

Old systems have been welded into cooperative networks for new purposes.

All of that has resulkd in new dimensions---flew faces.--of privacy where now the word must be

used in a much broader setting than as a simple infor'mation-use issue. We must use the word, so

to speak, with a capital P. Privacy has developed dimensions far beyond what it was visualized

to be by the DHEW report, by the laws on the books, or what the Privacy Commission visualized

in its report.

The phenomenon is with us; we cannot avoid it or s€t it aside. There are seemingly many steps

ttmt need be takm to achieve a pmper balance between use of personal inftrrmatiOn or privacy-

impacting technology, and protection of the individual citiz€n. It is time to get on with the task

and move toward the necessary balance point Perhaps the issue of privacy in medical records

will be the spur, but if not, the time is right for action.

Others are: Fair Credit Reporting Act, Fair Credit Billing Act, Equal CrEdit Opportunity
Act, Fair Debt Collection Practices Act, Electronic Funds Transfer Act.
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[1] This taxonorny was presented during informal comments by Professor Alan Westin at an
invitational workstrop in fanuary, 1993.

121 Pepnal Priwcy in an hformation Soci.efy, the Report of the Priva(y Protection Study
Commission,luly, 192. There are also five appo'rdices on specialized bpics, induding a
discussion of how the 194 Privacy Act had been working.

l3l Raorib, Contputers, and ttv Rights of Citizttrs,@rt of tE Sbcretary's Advisory Corrunittee
on Automated Personal Data SysEms (SACAPDS), US. EbparfiEnt of Healtu Education
and Welfane, |uly 1973. DHEW Publication (OS)73-&1. Contains a good bibliography.

[4] There are chapters in both [2,3] above that discuss the SSN at length. AISO What to do
when ftey ask for your Social Security Number; Chris Hibbert, 1992; available via
electronic mail from hibbert@xanadu.com or tc@ff.org

[5] The sbry was reported in an electronic discussion group on the INTERNET, It is possible
that it wa8 true but later actions by the DMV and/or the marketing chain foreclosed the
practice.

161 ACase of Mistdken ldentity,lhe Pivacy Joumal, December 1992, pg7;Providence, Rhode
Island.

[4 Califomia Assembly Bill AB 1297, introduced by Assemblyman Phillip Isenberg. The bulk
of the bill deals with onsolidation of court sysEms as a fiscal savings. Howe,ver, it also
provides for collecting the S.9N in connection with both driver licenses (already in place in
Califomia) and the registration of vehicles. Since unpaid fines for traffic violations are
already reported to the DMV the net effect is to be able to locate anyone who is delirquent
through SSN-linkages .

[8] Califomia Assembly Bill AB 2171, intrcxluced by Assemblyman Richard Mountjoy.

[9] Califomia Assembly Bill AB 1801, introduced by Assemblyman Mickey C-onroy.

1l0l PoW AsWcts of Priwcy anil Acces, Willis H. Ware; The Information Society, vol. 2, numbers
3 / 4, pp 327-.3il, epecially pg 334 (mid-page) Crane-Russak, 1984.

[11] SEE: the advertising liErature of the product anrnuncement by Lntus DevelopnEnt
Corporation, and extensive correspondence with the company and shared via electronic
rnail over tre INTERNET.

ll2l Info AneriCall, a database searching service offered by Information America, Atlant4 GA,
Both on-line direct query and telephone or fax queries are available. SEE: corpora@
brochures.




